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01 Introduction

Spiritus Domini recognizes the equal 

humanity of men and women.

Canon 230 §1 now reads: “Lay 

persons who possess the age and 

qualifications established by decree 

of the conference of bishops can be 

admitted on a stable basis through 

the prescribed liturgical rite to the 

ministries of lector and acolyte.”
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http://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/

motu_proprio/documents/papa-francesco-

motu-proprio-20210110_spiritus-

domini.html
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02
Women at the altar

Pope Gelasius 494 AD

1. Women are doing what men do!

2. Church documents  have  repeated Gelasius’ words

3. What is the problem?
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“performing all the other (cunctaque) tasks 

that are assigned only to the service of men 

and for which they [women] are not 

appropriate.” K. Madigan and L. Osiek, 

Ordained Women in the Early Church, 

Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 2005, 186.
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03Women near the sacred

Roman
CTO

A question of 
intelligence?
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A question of 
impurity?



03Women near the sacred
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1967, Musicam Sacram, a document on sacred music 
emanating from the Second Vatican Council, stated that if 
a choir includes women, “it should be placed outside the 
sanctuary (presbyterium)”. That liturgical law is still on the 
books.

http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-ii_instr_19670305_musicam-sacram_en.html
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04
Implementing the change

Will it happen?

1. Repeated instructions kept women off the altar

2. The 1983 Code allowed women in the sanctuary—if the bishop allowed

3. Can Canon Law overcome misogyny?



Conclusions
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05 Women deacons?

The Synod for the Pan-Amazon 

asked for women lectors and 

acolytes; nine of twelve language 

groups wanted women deacons.

Querida Amazonia stressed parish 

life directors

Will it take another synod to get 

women deacons?
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